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Letter From the Editor 
Are you ready to enter the contest that launches careers? The 
Late Entry Deadline for the 2022 PAGE Awards is March 10, 
so make sure to get your script in the running ASAP! 
It’s my pleasure to invite you to listen to our new podcast 
The Writers’ Hangout, hosted by PAGE Social Media  
Director Sandy Adomaitis. This week’s interview is with TV 
writer and producer Vivian Lee, who has worked on shows 
such as From (EPIX), Lost in Space (Netflix), and Ghost 
Whisperer (CBS). Check it out here.  

The LOGLINE eZine is your source for ongoing education about screenwriting.  
In this issue, PAGE Grand Prize winner A.J. Bermudez shares lessons learned on  
film sets, and PAGE Judge Mike Sheer explains why good drama is the foundation  
of good comedy. Script analyst Ray Morton offers nine signs of a promising spec  
that can often be spotted in the first 10 pages. “Dr. Format” Dave Trottier elucidates  
the proper formatting of animated sequences and transitions. Career coach Lee 
Jessup breaks down the differences between elevator pitches and industry pitches.  
And, as always, we conclude with a trio of “hot leads” from prodcos seeking specific 
material, courtesy of our good friends at InkTip.  

Happy reading,  
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Latest News From the PAGE Awards 

u  The fourth and final season of the hit series Ozark, co-created by 2008 PAGE Gold 
Prize winner Bill Dubuque, is now streaming on Netflix. Bill wrote the final episode of 
the show, which will be released on April 29. Bill also has several new movies in pre-
production: the Universal Pictures project The Real McCoy, starring Chris Pratt, an 
adaptation of the hit 1970s TV series The Six Million Dollar Man, starring Mark 
Wahlberg, an adaptation of the DC Comics tale Nightwing, and a sequel to Bill’s hit 
movie The Accountant, starring Ben Affleck (all for Warner Bros.). Bill is represented 
by Zero Gravity Management and CAA.  
u  Angela Bourassa’s 2019 Gold Prize-winning sci-fi script Turn Me On (aka 
Everything Is Right Until It’s Wrong) is slated to begin filming this fall. The movie 
is being produced by Truant Pictures, with Nick Robinson and Bel Powley in the starring 
roles. In addition, Angela’s new sci-fi script If You Were the Last has been picked up 
by producers Chris and Paul Weitz at Depth of Field, and her thriller Black Bags is 
being produced by Filmstreet Productions. Angela is represented by PAGE Judge Sean 
Woods at Fourward and by UTA. 
u  2016 Gold Prize winner Mary Krell-Oishi has been working as a writer-for-hire over 
the past several years and now has several projects on track to begin filming later this 
year, including the period action movies Freedom Fighters and Angel Warrior for 
Inspire Studios, and the drama Paper Flowers for AV Entertainment Company. 
u  More great news coming in from our 2021 Winners… Gold Prize winner Roy Tan has 
been signed by PAGE judge Lee Stobby of Lee Stobby Entertainment. Gold Prize winner 
Sean Nichols Lynch has been signed by Gavin Dorman at Schemers Entertainment.  
Lisa Lueddecke’s Gold Prize-winning script Ephemeral was picked up by PAGE judge 
Mitchell Peck, and Lisa has now been signed by Kaplan Perrone. The new miniseries 
The Taylor Files, by Gold Prize winner Jasper Chen, is now being produced by 
Blackout Media. And the family fantasy Sparkle - A Unicorn Tale, by Bronze Prize 
winner Richard Dane Scott, is being produced by Automatic Entertainment.   

2022 Late Entry Deadline: Thursday, March 10 
 

 

 

http://pageawards.com/
https://pageawards.com/the-contest/how-to-enter/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-writers-hangout/id1606573965
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-writers-hangout/id1606573965
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On set, a lot tends to happen fast. As a screenwriter, 
that line you labored over for four months is jettisoned 
in an instant if the actor says it differently in the best 
take. The swimming pool is now a tennis court because 
water scenes are notoriously difficult to insure. The 
head injury has been swapped for a leg injury, because 
the artistic gore you envisioned would take the hair and 
makeup team roughly 100 years to reset.  
In screenwriting, “kill your darlings” is good advice. But 
on a film set, you routinely get to see them murdered, 
brutally and constantly, right before your eyes.  
This, believe it or not, is great news. As writers, we 
often (understandably) work from the illusion of 
isolation. But a film or television series isn’t a solitary 
exercise: it’s a culture and a collaboration. It benefits 
the writer to learn as much as they can about this 
culture, to embrace adaptability, and to build in 
collaboration from the start.  
Of course, the writer’s job is not to work from a mindset 
of budget constraints, nor to anticipate all departments’ 
needs at once. Achieving an obscure holographic smoke 
effect or figuring out how to hire a stunt horse can 
absolutely be someone else’s problem. But cultivating  
a diverse knowledge base and skill set can help ensure 
your best work while honoring the work of others.  
Each of my experiences in filmmaking, whether hilarious 
or harrowing (and occasionally both), has taught me 
something invaluable as a writer. Of course, while  
I strongly believe in a multidisciplinary approach, the 
writer’s first loyalty is to exceptional storytelling, artistry, 
and imagination, so I’ll probably continue to write 
scenes that give other departments headaches. When 
iCON is produced, someone will have to figure out how 
to flood an airport with blood. But having developed  
an eye toward the film as a whole, I’ll know that my 
favorite set pieces are always in service to the story and 
worth the creative labor they ask. Provided my darlings 
survive, we’ll celebrate having achieved them together.  
A screenplay isn’t the whole story of a film, not by  
a longshot. But it is the crucial first step. Eventually, 
hopefully, a crew of gifted individuals will transform 
your ideas into reality. They’ll get up early, stay up  
late, and come up with the craziest strategies to make  
it happen. Ultimately, a script is the party to which  
you get to invite a whole lot of interesting people.  
Margaret Atwood once wrote, “So much for endings. 
Beginnings are always more fun.” 
Screenwriting is the beginning. 

Somewhere between the pool of blood and the bathtub 
of milk, the rock-wall training and the chainsaw lessons 
and the indoor skateboarding and the border incident, 
the 5:00 a.m. coffee and the post-wrap champagne,  
the realization that filmmaking has a long, messy life 
beyond screenwriting kicks in.  
While I consider myself a writer first and foremost, I’ve 
also had the opportunity to work as a director, assistant 
director, consultant, producer, production assistant,  
and COVID compliance officer, among other roles  
in the industry. Each experience has been humbling, 
empowering, and elucidating in its own way, and each 
has been of extraordinary value to me as a writer.  
Leaning into the complex, more-grit-than-glamour 
nature of filmmaking can be a tremendous asset for 
screenwriters. It can help foster empathy, spark new 
ideas, increase the odds of seeing your work produced, 
and help things run more smoothly once production is 
underway. Ultimately, it can lead to writing that’s more 
mindful, generous, and successful.  
When I first moved to Los Angeles, I harbored no 
illusions (well, maybe some illusions) about having my 
projects made immediately. So I did the next best thing: 
I spent as much time as I could on film sets. I sought 
out work as a background actor, which allowed me  
to sit a few feet away from some of the world’s greatest 
directors (and a few of the worst) and observe how they 
worked. I got to see real-time script edits, low-grade 
crises, and creative hacks. I learned how much grape 
juice a bar scene goes through in an hour, the impact  
of Hollywood sun on period costuming, and what the 
hell a 2nd 2nd AD does. Later, I found work as a PA, 
which was similarly educational and demanding, but 
which allowed me to wear my own clothes.  
Working as a background actor or PA is typically the 
least humanizing and worst-paid gig on set. As such,  
I highly recommend doing both. Roles such as these  
are less about “starting at the bottom” and more  
about learning what it is to be foundational. They’re  
an incredible way to connect with others and acquire  
a panoply of skills. Above all, they’re an opportunity  
to exercise respect, humility, and empathy, so that 
when you do get to enjoy the more glamorous aspects 
of screenwriting – having your own chair, seeing your 
name onscreen right before the director’s, getting 
invited to write a column for LOGLINE – you’re put  
in mind of all the extraordinary individuals whose efforts 
helped bring your words to life.  
Each role on a film offers a unique suite of insights. 
Directing, for example, has given me fresh appreciation 
for the visual language of screenwriting, and how 
important it is to eschew overly prescriptive writing and 
create space for directors, actors, and cinematographers 
to experiment during the course of filmmaking. Working 
as a 1st AD has taught me to identify the elements that 
will throw a wrench in production, or that will be a 
nightmare to schedule (imagine a majority of scenes 
with hundreds of extras set exactly at dawn). Working 
in production has taught me to write scenes in places  
I actually want to spend time (think Montenegro in  
April versus Death Valley in July), as well as which  
on-set snacks are best for energy and morale 
(pistachios and name-brand candy, respectively).  

THE WRITER’S PERSPECTIVE 

 Write Like a Filmmaker 
  by A.J. Bermudez 

A.J. Bermudez won the 2021 
PAGE Grand Prize for her 
action/adventure script iCON. 
She works as a screenwriter 
and filmmaker in Los Angeles 
and New York, and her writing 
has been featured at 
Sundance, the LGBT Toronto 
Film Festival, and elsewhere. 
Her first book, Stories No One 
Hopes Are About Them, 
recently won the Iowa Short 
Fiction Award and will be 
published in fall 2022. 
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Everybody loves to make someone laugh. In that 
moment, all the chaos in the world stops being 
intimidating. All the scary variables and harsh realities 
become something to play with. The laugher and the 
laugh-provoker are together in arms against the boring 
and the stressful. And if you’re in the latter role, yes, it 
was you who did that! Oh, what a feeling. You provided 
relief from the painful condition of ordinary existence.  
But nothing so rewarding comes easy. Writing narrative 
comedy is notoriously difficult. Why is it so hard? 
Because to write great narrative comedy, you have  
to master serious drama, as well as lightness, silliness,  
and dumbness. You have to learn to take the right 
things seriously. 
The job of any narrative is to be compelling. We want 
our stories to have impact, to create a visceral 
response. Nothing gives us writers greater “squeee!” 
moments than watching someone read our work and 
react physically. When our words have the power to 
make someone laugh, gasp, cry, or smile, that’s 
everything to a writer. 
But to create a narrative longer than a single joke, you 
need to go deeper than just a few laughs. Particularly  
in today’s marketplace, successful comedies have 
“heart.” This means they are compelling through 
effective drama. Making someone laugh – as much  
as that’s difficult on its own – isn’t enough to hold 
someone’s attention for 90+ pages, or even for the 
length of a half-hour sitcom. You need to create comedy 
that goes deeper than three or four gags. You need a 
clear and grounded story, and characters with context, 
conflict, strong objectives, and big obstacles. 
Jokes by nature involve displacement. You turn the 
tables suddenly. A laugh is often cited as a reaction  
to surprise. This is fine for a one-off gag, but for us to 
be engaged long-term in a narrative, we need footing. 
When things go past the point of any concrete logic,  
we disengage. By nature, we need to make sense  
of things. When we lose hope of doing that, we lose 
interest. Pull the rug out from under me too many 
times, and I’ll change rooms. The trick as a writer is  
to decide on the rules of your world and stick to them. 
Narrative comedy is often about ordinary characters in 
extraordinary circumstances, or vice-versa. One of these 
elements needs to create a solid footing. If both the 
characters and the context are ordinary or both are 
extraordinary, there’s no contrast, and contrast is the 
soul of comedy. Why is contrast so effective in comedy? 
Because seeing two things that shouldn’t belong 
together, but somehow do, makes us laugh. It creates 
friction and therefore problems – fertile breeding 
grounds for comedy.  
To have compelling characters you must also have 
conflict. Who are you more interested in watching:  
the guy waiting patiently for a bus or the guy running 
for the bus? Even better if he slips on a banana peel. 
Even betterer if we know why he so desperately  
needs to catch that bus.  
Moreover, to have strong conflict, your characters need 
strong objectives. Conflict happens when objectives and 
obstacles collide (want to catch bus, oops – a banana 
peel). The more we watch characters fight to overcome 
 

THE JUDGE’S P.O.V. 

Why Drama Makes Good Comedy 
 by Mike Sheer 
 

their obstacles, the richer the conflict. And the fun is in 
how they tackle the obstacles. The art of clowning is 
about getting from A to B in the most complex way 
possible. Mr. Bean is a classic example. Watch his shorts 
and see him use the longest, most convoluted way to 
get from A to B. Again, this shows the importance of 
context: there has to be a clear A and B. 
Often, a character’s dumb logic is employed to solve the 
problem. The dumber that logic is, the funnier the 
character is, and the bigger and more engaging the 
story becomes.  
But however silly their logic, characters still have to take 
themselves seriously. This is why great comedy writers 
must have a deep understanding of drama. Then it can 
be reverse engineered. Think of Adam Sandler. People 
are gobsmacked by his dramatic turns in movies like 
Punch-Drunk Love and Uncut Gems. But I don’t 
think he’d mind me saying he’s not that versatile of an 
actor. The difference between his turns in these movies 
and Happy Gilmore and Billy Madison are simply 
that the stakes have varying levels of ridiculousness.  
Sandler having a nervous breakdown while golfing in 
Happy Gilmore is the same as him losing it at his 
sisters in Punch-Drunk Love. The difference between 
one being comedy and the other drama is what’s at 
stake. Is Sandler really that mad at the game? Golf, as 
we know, is a peaceful sport, but his behavior doesn’t 
match that context. Yet his reaction is grounded in the 
fact that he comes from a hockey background. So it’s 
organic to him, but objectively over the top. Isn’t that 
hilarious and interesting? 
Which illustrates another important point: The more 
subjective your character’s reactions are – the more 
they exhibit unique and flawed reactions that come 
organically from their personal perspective – the more 
engaging they are. Of course we still want to see 
something of ourselves in your characters. Gilmore’s 
reaction to the golf gaffe is probably how we’ve all felt 
about something similar at some point. When you 
exaggerate the subjective perspective to the extreme, 
you get Larry David. But David himself will say he lives 
out his fantasies through Curb Your Enthusiasm, and 
so do we. Wouldn’t it be great to have no filter?! 
Narrative comedy is about more than funny moments. 
There needs to be a clear reason those comedic 
moments are happening. So before even trying to make 
anyone laugh, give your characters context, conflict, 
objectives, and obstacles, just like the most gripping 
drama. And then unpeel that banana and get to work. 
 
 

Mike Sheer is a script consultant 
and editor, as well as stand-up 
comedian. Currently based in 
London, he performs all over  
the U.K. and Europe, and he 
also develops and leads workshops 
on story craft for screenwriters, 
stand-ups, producers, and actors. 
Mike is co-founder and presenter  
of EFN Short Film Festival, a BIFA-
qualifying international short film 
festival screening at The Garden 
Cinema in London and online. 
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Ray Morton is a writer and 
script consultant. He was 
a senior writer for Script 
and was also the author 
of Scriptmag.com’s Meet 
the Reader column.  

Ray’s books A Quick Guide 
to Screenwriting  
and A Quick Guide to 
Television Writing are 
available in stores and 
online. He analyzes scripts 
for producers and 
individual writers, and he 
is available for private 
consultation.  

You may contact Ray at 
ray@raymorton.com and 
follow him on Twitter 
@RayMorton1.  

 

 

SCRIPT NOTES 

Nine Signs of a Promising Spec 
 by Ray Morton 

 

Professional script readers will often claim that they can tell if a screenplay is going 
to be good or not after reading just a few pages. This is true – for me, anyway. 
Granted, I can’t assess every nuance in 5–10 pages, but I can tell if the story, 
characters, and dialogue have potential, and if the writer has the ability to pull off 
whatever it is she/he is attempting. Here are nine key signs of a promising spec: 
1. The script is short (90–110 pages). The average length of a feature film  
is 100–120 minutes. Yes, I know that a lot of modern movies run longer than two 
hours, but that is usually the result of self-indulgent directors abusing their right  
to final cut and do not reflect any desire on the part of the industry to make longer 
movies. More often than not there’s nothing in the narrative content of these 
overlong films that warrant their excessive length. For most, the extreme running 
time hurts the story, especially the pacing, rather than helps it. If a script runs 
longer than 120 pages it tells me that the writer doesn’t know industry standards 
or, worse, thinks that he/she is an exception to them. It also tells me that the  
script will more than likely be overwritten, poorly structured, and/or poorly paced, 
as these are the usual causes of an overlong screenplay.  
2. The front cover is free of WGA registration numbers and copyright 
statements. Yes, it is important to protect your work and the best way to do that 
is to both copyright it and register it with the WGA. The copyright is the key piece 
of protection, and the WGA registration is a very helpful backup. However, pro 
screenwriters don’t put this info on their covers. There’s something vaguely tacky 
about the practice (the registration is valid whether it’s indicated on the cover or 
not, and everyone in the industry knows it), as well as a little adversarial. Putting 
this on your cover suggests that you are expecting people to attempt to steal your 
script and that you are warning them not to try, which is not the friendliest way  
to approach people whom you want to take a liking to you and your material. 
3. The first page contains a lot of white space. If I open a script and am 
confronted with big blocks of uninterrupted type, I know immediately that it will  
be a chore to read. More than likely I’ll be forced to pay so much attention to how 
the story is told that I won’t be able to focus on the tale itself. It also means that 
the author doesn’t know how to pace a story on the page, which is an important 
element of good screenwriting. Ideally, the story should be presented in a way that 
approximates how you want it to play onscreen. A series of brief, three-and-four 
line paragraphs can be read at a quick, energetic pace.  
4. I know who the protagonist is by page 5. The protagonist is the core 
element of a dramatic narrative, as it is his/her actions (in pursuit of a well-defined 
goal) that drive the story. Therefore, that story can’t really begin until the character 
is introduced. Also, the protagonist is the element that allows us to become 
emotionally involved in your story – if we care about the protagonist, then we will 
care about his/her tale. Until we know who the protagonist is, we might be able  
to appreciate the plot but it’s unlikely we will become emotionally invested in it.  
5. Something interesting/entertaining happens in the first five pages.  
If something that generates laughs, excitement, or intrigue turns up in a script’s 
opening moments, we’re off to a good start.  
6. The premise is clearly established by page 10. The premise is the seed 
from which the rest of the story grows, and the narrative can’t truly begin until 
it is properly set up. If this is done early then I know that I can put my energy  
into enjoying the story rather than killing time waiting for the premise to show up. 
7. The first 10 pages contain plenty of action. By action I mean dramatic 
action – stuff happening – not just fights or car chases. If the script doesn’t begin 
with 10 pages of two characters talking (which soooo many specs do), then I know 
I’m in the hands of someone who knows how to tell a story in cinematic fashion. 
8. The dialogue is short and to the point. There’s nothing worse than opening 
a script and being faced with a single speech that goes on for a page or two or 
five. This is usually a sign that the writer is using dialogue to deliver exposition  
that he/she should be delivering visually or dramatically. 
9. There are no camera directions or editing instructions. Their absence 
tells me that the writer is focusing on telling a story and not on trying to direct  
the movie on paper. Shot lists masquerading as scripts are enormously difficult  
to read – you get so lost in angles, cuts, and moves that the story goes missing. 
If a spec’s first 10 pages are missing many of these signs, I know I’m probably in 
for a rough ride. But when most or all are in place, things are already looking up. 
 
 
THE END 
 
Copyright © 2013/2021 by Ray Morton 
All Rights Reserved 
No portion of this article may be copied or reprinted without the written permission 

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.writersstore.com/trubys-great-screenwriting?utm_source=linkconnector&utm_medium=affiliate&cid=54170
mailto:ray@raymorton.com
https://twitter.com/RayMorton1
https://www.amazon.com/Quick-Guide-Screenwriting-Ray-Morton-ebook/dp/B00GWKFJ7G/ref=sr_1_5?ie=UTF8&qid=1504540560&sr=8-5&keywords=ray+morton
https://www.amazon.com/Quick-Guide-Television-Writing-ebook/dp/B00GWKFKHU/ref=sr_1_6?ie=UTF8&qid=1504540560&sr=8-6&keywords=ray+morton
https://scriptmag.com/
https://virtualpitchfest.com/
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READER’S QUESTION: 
I have a sequence that takes place at the White House that I want animated.  
How do I indicate that? Is there special formatting I need to know?   

DAVE’S ANSWER: 
It’s as simple as this for a single scene: 
EXT. WHITE HOUSE - DAY – ANIMATION 

Or, for a sequence of more than one scene: 
BEGIN ANIMATION SEQUENCE 

EXT. WHITE HOUSE – DAY 

And then write out the scenes, just as you would for live action. Finally, at the 
end of the sequence, write: 
END ANIMATION SEQUENCE 

You would handle a FLASHBACK SEQUENCE in the same way. 

READER’S QUESTION: 
I want to make clear that one major sequence in my screenplay is over and 
another begins. Tell me if the following is correct: 
   DELGADO 
 Did she frighten you, Diablo? 

FADE TO BLACK. 

FADE IN: 

EXT. AFRICAN SECTOR – JUNGLE CLEARING – NIGHT 

DAVE’S ANSWER: 
That’s correct. Good job. It’s important to note that if you FADE TO BLACK that 
you must FADE IN again, and that’s what you did. 

READER’S QUESTION: 
I’ve heard mixed reviews about adding CONTINUOUS, SAME, or LATER to a 
scene heading. Isn’t this just the director’s call? 

DAVE’S ANSWER: 
This is part of the script, but do use these terms correctly. CONTINUOUS means 
that the scene follows the previous one without any jump in time. The term is 
used as the time element in a scene heading. For example: 
INT. HOUSE – DAY 

Joe strides to the front door. 

EXT. HOUSE – CONTINUOUS 

Joe steps through the door into the front yard. 

In this case, it’s so obvious that the scene is CONTINUOUS that using the term 
is optional. As for SAME, this means that the scene happens at the same time 
as the previous one (that is, simultaneously). For example:  
INT. HOUSE – DAY 

Joe turns on the stove and it explodes. 

EXT. HOUSE – SAME 

The house explodes into flames.   

LATER is a term that can be used as a secondary scene heading. For example: 
Joe sets the roast turkey on the dinner table. 

LATER 

Turkey bones litter the plates on the table.   

The term LATER can also be used as the time element in a scene heading: 
EXT. HOUSE – LATER 

Joe steps out holding a sign that reads, “Keep writing.” 

 
 

SPEC WRITING TIPS 

Dave Trottier’s  

“The Screenwriter’s 
Bible” 

Fully updated seventh edition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• A screenwriting primer 
for both aspiring and 
professional scribes 

• Offers a comprehensive 
overview of all facets  
of screenwriting 

• Includes worksheets,  
samples and more 

 
Click here for all the details! 

 
 

An Animated Exchange 
by Dave Trottier 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dave Trottier has sold 
screenplays and developed 
projects for companies such  
as The Walt Disney Company,  
Jim Henson Pictures, York 
Entertainment, On the Bus 
Productions, Hill Fields and 
New Century Pictures. 
 
As a script consultant, he has 
helped dozens of clients sell 
their work and win awards.  
The Screenwriter’s Bible, 
Dave’s primer for both 
aspiring and professional 
scribes, is perhaps the most 
comprehensive industry guide 
on the market.  
 
To learn more about Dave 
Trottier's books, classes and 
mentoring services, visit his 
site: www.keepwriting.com.  
 
For $20 off your script 
evaluation, email Dave at: 
dave@keepwriting.com.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.keepwriting.com/
mailto:dave@keepwriting.com
http://keepwriting.com/tsc/swbible.htm
http://keepwriting.com/tsc/swbible.htm
http://keepwriting.com/tsc/swbible.htm
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Author of the best-selling books 
Getting It Write and Breaking 
In: Tales From the 
Screenwriting Trenches,  
Lee Jessup is a career coach 
for professional and emerging 
screenwriters. Her clients 
include writers who have sold 
pilots, pitches and specs; 
staffed television writers; 
participants in TV writing 
programs or feature labs; and, 
of course, writers who are just 
starting out. 

In her role as coach, Lee serves 
as an industry guidance 
counselor, adviser, drill 
sergeant, cheerleader, 
confidant and strategic 
partner. Previously, Lee had 
her own script picked up, 
worked in development  
and ran ScriptShark.com for 
more than 6 years. 

To learn more about Lee’s 
services, visit leejessup.com. 

INDUSTRY INSIDER 

How to Craft a Killer Pitch 
by Lee Jessup 

Writers deploy a variety of pitches at various stages of their career. Earlier  
in your journey it might be a short elevator pitch shared at a screenwriting 
festival or pay-to-pitch opportunity. Once you are signed by a manager or  
an agent, you may be asked to casually pitch new ideas as part of general 
meetings, or be invited to pitch a more extensive take on a project that 
executives you’ve met are developing. In a TV writers room, you’re expected 
to pitch storylines for particular characters or for full episodes. And finally,  
as a working writer in the industry at large, you will have opportunities to 
pitch new TV shows and movies without having to first write them on spec. 
The art of the pitch involves knowing how to verbally present your project – 
be it ready to share or still in development – in an effective and compelling 
manner. Earlier in your career it’s all about getting the listener to ask to read 
your script (an elevator pitch). Later on it may focus on getting them to buy 
your pitch so that they can develop the project with you in a collaborative 
relationship, or perhaps award you a coveted open writing assignment (an 
industry pitch).  
So what goes into each kind of pitch? Let’s break it down:  
An elevator pitch doesn’t allow time for too much detail and flowery 
language, but it should illustrate a broad overview of the project. As a rule, 
features are often significantly easier to pitch than a TV show or pilot, as 
they have a clearer beginning/middle/end that more easily lends itself to a 
straightforward pitch. When listening to an elevator pitch, which should last 
no more than a couple of minutes, we want to hear the broad strokes of a 
story, including whose story it is, what they want, and what’s getting in their 
way. It’s important to give us a strong sense of the world we are in, as well 
as the story’s overall scope. Even with a short pitch the listener is seeking  
to ascertain not only plot but also genre, tone, and your target audience.  
One thing that not all writers opt to include but I find incredibly helpful is 
your personal connection to the idea, creating a direct link between story 
and storyteller. At this year’s Pitch Conference at the AFM, both of our grand 
prize winners began the pitch by sharing a deep personal connection to the 
material they were pitching (one being a comedy, another a drama).  
It’s important that you deliver your pitch in accordance with the spirit of the 
project. When pitching a comedy, make sure you get some jokes in there.  
If you’re pitching an emotionally resonant character drama, be sure to 
include those powerful and moving dramatic beats.  
Once you turn pro, secure representation, and develop relationships within 
the business, you may begin to get industry pitches out there, in hopes  
of selling the idea and getting producers involved (and invested) in the 
development of your material.  
Industry pitches tend to vary in length; some writers like to keep them 
under 20 minutes, while others will require 30 minutes or more to deliver  
a fully developed presentation. Most writers develop their “pitch pages”  
first. For some, this will be a fully scripted pitch, orchestrated down to  
water breaks; for others, it’s a free-form presentation guided by instructive 
bullet points. But for the majority of working writers, a pitch is heavily 
scripted and meticulously rehearsed.  
One writer may start with the personal connection every time, while another 
may jump directly into the pilot teaser or feature’s opening scene in order to 
properly set the mood. Then they weave in story, world, and character. With 
a feature this will once again be a more straightforward, book-ended story, 
in which the writer provides us with signposts like “We start Act II with…”  
or “by the midpoint…” to give a clear indication of where we are structurally. 
Once again, a pitch for a TV show will be more complex, as the writer must 
not only illustrate the series’ most powerful elements (world, characters, 
themes, mythology, etc.) but also illuminate a strong story engine that 
would sustain the show over multiple episodes or even seasons.  
In my experience, there is no one formula for developing an elevator pitch 
or an industry pitch. Pitching has become a craft all its own, and every writer 
must find within it their own sweet spot. For those writers who take the time 
to thoughtfully script and develop one, a strong, compelling pitch can 
become a great tool for moving your screenwriting career forward.  
 

Lee Jessup’s 
Breaking In: Tales 

From the 
Screenwriting 

Trenches 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A boots-on-the-ground exploration  
of what it takes to become a working 
writer in the industry today.  

This book includes:   

o “Breaking In” stories from 
16 working writers 

o Insight from 20+ agents, 
managers and executives 

o Guidance from sought-after 
consultant Lee Jessup 

Learn all about:   

o Selling a feature film or pilot 
o Getting repped or staffed 
o Landing writing assignments 
o Contests and fellowships 

 

Click here to learn more! 

 

 

 

 

http://leejessup.com/
http://leejessup.com/shop/books/breaking-in-tales-from-the-screenwriting-trenches/
http://leejessup.com/shop/books/breaking-in-tales-from-the-screenwriting-trenches/
http://leejessup.com/shop/books/getting-it-write-insiders-guide-screenwriting-career/
http://leejessup.com/shop/books/breaking-in-tales-from-the-screenwriting-trenches/
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 

HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR SCRIPTS: 
1. Create an account: www.inktip.com/writer_register.php 
2. Log in here: www.inktip.com/leads/ 

3. Copy/paste the corresponding code. You’ll then be able 
to submit your work directly to InkTip’s producers.  

4. IMPORTANT: Please submit your work only if it fits these 
companies’ needs. If you aren’t sure your script meets 
their criteria, please check with jerrol@inktip.com 
before submitting.   

Company A: Seeking Contained, Quirky 
Crime-Dramas 
We are looking for crime dramas that are contained  
to 1–2 locations with a limited cast. Scripts with a 
quirky sense of humor and style are strongly preferred. 
Scripts in the vein of Reservoir Dogs but in a little 
more contemporary of a setting are ideal. 

Ultra-low budget. Non-WGA writers only at this time. 

To find out about this company and submit a query: 

1) Go to https://www.inktip.com/leads/ 

2) Copy/paste this code: 0a8b264j0v 
 

Company B: Seeking High-Concept 
Christmas Scripts  
We are looking for high-concept Christmas scripts  
that are family-friendly but aren't in the traditional 
Hallmark or Lifetime style. 

Budget TBD. WGA and non-WGA writers are welcome.  

To find out about this company and submit a query: 

1) Go to https://www.inktip.com/leads/ 

2) Copy/paste this code: v6z72hdpwk 

Company C: Seeking Ultra-Low-Budget 
Slashers With Limited Locations 
We are looking for slasher scripts that are limited to  
1–2 locations and no more than five main/supporting 
characters. We are looking to craft a love letter to  
’80s slasher flicks. Gory deaths, likeable characters, 
and an interesting killer are the primary elements we 
are looking for. We are open to supernatural or body 
horror as well if it's something that can be produced  
on an ultra-low-budget. 

Budget TBD. Non-WGA writers only at this time. 

To find out about this company and submit a query: 

1) Go to https://www.inktip.com/leads/ 

2) Copy/paste this code: zxf4hbjbvg 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Submit Your Scripts 
to Producers 
 

 

 

 

 

Subscribe to InkTip’s Free Newsletter 

Get a Free Script Request Each Week 

Producers tell us what they need, and we pass 
that information on to you. Receive 1–2 leads 
per week, then submit queries directly to a 
producer's inbox using InkTip’s exclusive codes. 
You’ll also get the latest news regarding InkTip 
successes, exclusive articles, festival and 
contest information, special offers from 
partners, and much more. 

 

 

mailto:jerrol@inktip.com
http://www.inktip.com/
https://www.InkTip.com/leads
https://www.inktip.com/index.php
https://www.inktip.com/leads/
https://www.inktip.com/leads/
https://stowestorylabs.org/
https://www.inktip.com/leads/
https://www.inktip.com/writer_register.php
https://www.inktip.com/newsletter_writers.php
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RECOMMENDED RESOURCES 

 

 

http://www.finaldraft.com/
https://www.roadmapwriters.com/
https://www.filmarkethub.com/
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